
A CAUTIONARY ROADMAP FOR THE  
BLOCKCHAIN-ENABLED FUTURE

At this time, there are very few companies – software vendors and their 
clients included – who know how to turn experiments with blockchain 
technology into operational solutions that truly deliver value. With so  
little known about blockchain feasibility, it’s important that we keep  
the following points in mind:

•  Think beyond Bitcoin: Blockchain’s Bitcoin use case illustrates that 
methods can be improved as thought leaders re-think and challenge  
its legacy, but in doing so, we may realize that the concept does not  
work for every use case being discussed

•  Blockchain vs. distributed databases: Blockchain features like consensus, 
data validation, and verification might be added to existing distributed  
databases, creating a hybrid of the two

•  An indefinite ecosystem: The number of decentralized private networks is 
expected to grow, along with the usage and development of components  
like off-chain technologies, consensus protocol, and smart contracts

•  Ongoing optimization: With frameworks like Ethereum and Hyperledger 
gaining recognition, pressure is mounting for privacy, performance,  
and scalability to improve as data structures evolve to enable faster, even 
more secure transactions

Like any new and emerging technology, blockchain requires considerable 
investigation before investing in full-on implementation. With so much 
hype, and very little in the way of widespread adoption, many companies 
are looking for a trusted technology partner to help them make the right 
decisions around blockchain.

EPAM’S BLOCKCHAIN CAPABILITIES

Since 1993, EPAM has partnered with some of the world’s leading companies 
to imagine, design, and engineer software and customer experiences that  
transform businesses. Today, as a leading global provider of product 
development and digital transformation services, we help our clients create 
and implement new technologies. 

One of our newest service offerings is developing and implementing 
solutions for blockchain that enables peer-to-peer transactions and 
interactions without the need for a bank or other intermediary. As 
blockchain transactions are guaranteed and irreversible through payment, 
clearing, and settlement, the need for expensive systems of reconciliation 
could be eliminated. To begin unlocking blockchain’s vast potential, 
we established our own Competency Center in 2015 to research the 
key challenges and opportunities surrounding the technology. EPAM’s 
Blockchain Competency Center:

•  Includes 20+ dedicated professionals with backgrounds in several 
industries, including Financial Services, Healthcare, Insurance, 
Government, Media, and Retail

•  Identifies and develops existing blockchain frameworks, use cases,  
and architecture solutions into reusable, industry-specific accelerators

•  Monitors the blockchain market and its communities via conferences, 
hackathons, and discussion forums 

•  Works to develop brand-new blockchain prototypes, including:
-  Digital Asset Management Platform (Ethereum + Amazon S3  

+ Secure Multiparty Computation)
- Open Betting Platform (Ethereum) 
- Digital Notary Service (NXT) 
- Loyalty Network (Ethereum)

As one of the few global software engineering firms focusing on  
distributed ledger technology, EPAM is quickly becoming a leading  
vendor of blockchain services. 

A TRUSTED PARTNER TO MAKE  
BLOCKCHAIN WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS



BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES BY VERTICAL 

Blockchain can minimalize infrastructure and operational costs while maximizing security within peer-to-peer transactions – but, today, this concept  
has not been fully realized  in any industry. Depending on the industry or market, blockchain can have several different applications. 

With many blockchain-enabled opportunities emerging, our dedicated experts are exploring, prototyping, and implementing the following use  
cases across our verticals.

TAKE YOUR BLOCKCHAIN USE CASE FROM IDEA TO IMPLEMENTATION

IF YOU NEED A LAB ENVIRONMENT TO TEST OR COMPARE A BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY,  
OPTIMIZE WITH FRAMEWORKS LIKE ETHEREUM OR HYPERLEDGER, MODEL A BUSINESS  
PROCESS, OR DEPLOY A BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION INTO YOUR ENTERPRISE, CONTACT  
EPAM TODAY TO SCHEDULE A FREE CONSULTATION!  SALES@EPAM.COM 

FINANCIAL SERVICES

• Clearing & settlement (retail and corporate syndicated loans) 
• P2P loans & PSD 2.0 

• KYC – Know Your Client initiatives
• Assets (stocks, bonds, etc.) issuance  
(e.g. book building) & management 

• Digital currencies 
• Collateral management

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

•  Primary & secondary market for digital assets 
•  Royalty distribution 

•  Crowdfunding 
•  Media distribution network 

•  Gaming and gambling (settlement, open betting network)

HEALTHCARE & INSURANCE

•  Validation & payment of claims to reduce time and  
friction, including compliance with contract terms

•  IoT & blockchain integrations where consumer-generated  
health data meets wearables through data accessibility 

 and interconnection of health records
•  Personal health record storage with smart advise feature that 

enables user-key permission for doctors & other authorized parties 

GOVERNMENT

• Public & private records registries (land, auto, etc.) 
• Identity management (anti-fraud protection, global  

encrypted storage of personal data) 
• Legal & notary (smart contracts, proof-of-existence,  

proof-of-ownership) 
• Voting systems

RETAIL & DISTRIBUTION

•  Loyalty networks
•  Supply chain tracking for the origin &  

movement of high-value items
• Inter-organizational records & documents management

•  Logistics & warehousing management

TRAVEL & HOSPITALITY

•  Loyalty points conversion marketplace where  
unused points are converted to currency

•  Secure partner & third-party transactions
•  Credit card fraud prevention

•  Digital passports & identification
•  Blockchain as a means of brand differentiation


